
 

 

2012 NEW YORK TELEVISION FESTIVAL DIGITAL DAY LINE-UP 

INCLUDES MARQUEE EVENTS FROM SAMSUNG AND CW DIGITAL 

*** 

Fifth annual Digital Day panel series focuses on the evolution of the digital entertainment ecosystem 

with heavy hitters from AOL, CollegeHumor Media, MSN,  

My Damn Channel, MySpace, YouTube, and more weighing in 

 

The International Academy of Web TV, WGA and SAG-AFTRA  

will be on-hand for Digital After Dark festivities 

 

[NEW YORK, NY, October 8, 2012] – The NYTVF today announced the schedule highlights of its 

fifth annual Digital Day, taking place during the upcoming New York Television Festival on Friday, 

October 26 at 92YTribeca and Tribeca Cinemas. The annual gathering of new media power players, 

content creators and enthusiasts – which includes a line-up of free panels, screenings and parties – is 

headlined by primetime offerings from Samsung and CW Digital.  

 

The previously-announced Samsung Pitch Live! event will feature the five finalists in the first-ever 

Samsung Second Screen Storytellers Competition presenting their multi-screen concepts for a chance 

to earn a $300,000 production budget to make their original series for Samsung Smart TVs. CW 

Digital, The CW Network’s digital only content studio, will bow its upcoming digital series, Stupid 

Hype, with a world premiere screening of the online exclusive series followed by a talk-back with the 

series creators. 

 

Digital Day's afternoon panel series, produced in partnership with Paul Kontonis, the chairman of the 

International Academy of Web Television, will feature in-depth discussions on digital development, 

trends in talent and audience engagement, and distribution, as well as a Keynote Conversation 

including Michael Foster (OTR), Peter Kafka (AllThingsD), Michael Learmonth (Advertising Age), 

Brian Morrissey (Digiday) and Sahil Patel (Cynopsis Digital). Additional confirmed panelists include 

Rob Barnett (My Damn Channel), Kelly Day (Blip), Niko Chauls (MSN), Ran Harnevo (AOL), Rick 

Haskins (CW Digital), Laura Lee (YouTube), John McCarus (Digitas), Roger Mincheff (MySpace) and 

Sam Reich (CollegeHumor Media). 

 

“It would be a massive understatement to say that the rise of digital and online content has had a 

profound and fundamental impact on traditional TV – and as a television festival, we think it's 

important to provide a forum to assess, discuss and celebrate what's happening online,” said NYTVF 

Founder Terence Gray.  

http://nytvf.com/
http://www.nytvf.com/2012_samsung.html


 

2012 NYTVF Digital Day Highlights 

(Detailed schedule available at http://nytvf.com/2012_boxoffice.html) 

 

Friday, October 26  

 

12:00 PM – 5:00 PM: NYTVF Digital Day Panel Series 

92YTribeca: 200 Hudson Street 

 

12:00 PM - Development: Building a Foundation 

This kick-off panel for NYTVF's fifth annual Digital Day will focus on the initial development process 

for individual series and multi-series slates with an eye toward digital distribution and audience 

development. Is success more attainable for those with a platform agnostic approach or those who have 

committed to a singular distributor? Where do successful creators start → Passion? Brand? Platform? 

Audience? Finally, to launch a series and get paid, what is the most recommended approach: a thought-

out series pitch, complete with scripts and bible? A well-produced pilot that introduces the world? Or a 

first season in the bag with a devoted audience and tangible numbers? Join the panel of digital studio 

founders, content curators and distribution decision-makers for an insightful discussion on development 

and keys to getting off on the right foot. 

 

Confirmed panelists: 

 

Rob Barnett, Founder/CEO, My Damn Channel 

Ran Harnevo, Senior Vice President of Video, AOL 

Rick Haskins, EVP of Marketing and Digital Programs, CW Digital 

 

1:00 PM - The Talent Debate: How Blue Chip Talent, Influence, Audience and Great Ideas Can 

Lead to Success (or Failure) Online 

Digital hits come in all sizes and shapes, but a central challenge remains: when creating, building and 

producing your show, how and why does the talent – in front of AND behind the camera – affect the 

potential for success? n the second panel of NYTVF's Digital Day, we'll examine models pitting Celebs 

vs. YouTube Stars vs. Social Media Stand-Outs vs. Unknowns and how the dynamic of each can make 

– or break – your success. 

 

Confirmed panelists: 

 

Mark Malkoff, comedian and star of The Bill Murray Show Starring Mark Malkoff and Celebrity 

Sleepovers on MyDamnChannel.com 

Sam Reich, President of Original Content, CollegeHumor Media 

Dave Tochterman, Head of Digital Media, Innovative Artists 

Josh Cohen, Co-Founder, Chief Information Officer, Tubefilter (MODERATOR) 

 

 

2:00 PM - Distribution for Monetization: YouTube vs. the World 

As the number of viable outlets increases, creators are faced with seemingly limitless opportunities for 

distribution of digital content, but with YouTube's singular dominance in assessing value and audience, 

does success anywhere else matter? In this panel, experts will assess the value propositions inherent to 

all platforms, viability versus competitors and, perhaps most importantly, how a series can separate 

itself from the pack – based on where and how it's delivered. 

http://nytvf.com/2012_boxoffice.htm


 

Confirmed panelists: 

 

Niko Chauls, Director of Original Programming, MSN 

Kelly Day, CEO, Blip 

Laura Lee, Head of Entertainment East, YouTube 

John McCarus, SVP, Group Director, Brand Content, Digitas 

Roger Mincheff, President of MySpace Entertainment, MySpace 

 

3 pm - Digital Keynote Conversation: Show Me the Business 

Reflecting on the previous panels of the day, NYTVF's Digital Day will wrap with an end-of-day 

Keynote Conversation featuring some of the industry's reigning experts and B.S. detectors in a no-

holds-barred assessment of the digital video ecosystem – with the goal of constructing a visual model 

that accurately reflects the landscape and its inhabitants, live and on-stage. Join us as we pull back the 

curtain to reveal the dominant players and relationships that are driving the ecosystem and how 

emerging models are reshaping the conventional wisdom. 

 

The conversation will culminate with the unveiling of this first-of-its-kind visual model, providing 

attendees with a unique and comprehensive insight to the current state of the industry, its emerging 

trends and the players that really matter. 

  

Confirmed panelists: 

 

Michael Foster, Media Reporter, OTR 

Peter Kafka, Senior Editor, AllThingsD 

Michael Learmonth, Digital Editor, AdAge 

Brian Morrissey, Editor-in-Chief, Digiday 

Sahil Patel, Associate Editor, Cynopsis Digital 

Paul Kontonis, Chairman, International Academy of Web Television (MODERATOR) 

With special guest Aymar Jan Christian, Assistant Professor, Northwestern University (VISUALS) 

 

5:00 PM: Samsung Pitch Live! 

92YTribeca: 200 Hudson Street 

Samsung Second Screen Storytellers Finalists present their show concepts for the opportunity to earn 

$300k to create the world's first multi-screen TV series exclusively for Samsung. Join executives from 

Samsung and industry experts as they assess the strengths, weaknesses, and viability of the finalists’ 

presentations live and on stage. 

 

7:00 PM: International Academy of Web Television (IAWTV): Digital Day Creators Mixer 

Tribeca Cinemas, the Varick Room: 54 Varick Street 

Content creators and web enthusiasts are invited to this exclusive networking mixer to kick off the 

Digital After Dark celebration at Tribeca Cinemas hosted by the International Academy of Web 

Television. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8:30 PM: CW Digital Premiere and Talk-Back of Stupid Hype 

Tribeca Cinemas, Theater 1: 54 Varick Street 

 

“Stupid Hype” is a live-action comedy series created by and starring “Hart of Dixie” star Wilson 

Bethel. “Stupid Hype” chronicles the (mis)adventures of Hype who, after a tragic breakdancing 

accident, becomes a rising rap star in 1990. The series features original music from Bethel and his 

super-producer brother Charlie Bethel, aka Chuck Wild, and is directed by Dugan O’Neal. Earlier this 

year Bethel wrote and produced Rachel “Thug Lite” Bilson’s online rap debut, “Call Me Doctor,” 

which went viral almost instantly after it was posted on Funny or Die. 

 

9:00 PM: Digital After Dark with WGA and SAG-AFTRA 

Tribeca Cinemas, the Varick Room: 54 Varick Street 

NYTVF's late night Digital Day celebration returns with a little help from our friends at the WGA and 

SAG-AFTRA. 

 

 

To register for tickets or passes to these or any Festival events, visit nytvf.com and click on “Box 

Office.” 

 

 

PRESS NOTE: Media interested in covering any New York Television Festival events can apply for 

credentials by completing this form at nytvf.com. 

 

 

About the NYTVF 

Established in 2005, the NYTVF is a pioneer of the independent television movement, constructing 

new and innovative paths of development and talent identification, while simultaneously 

complementing the traditional television development model. Its annual New York Television Festival 

– held each fall in New York City – is recognized as the industry’s first independent television festival, 

which provides a platform to elevate the work of artists creating for the small screen. Through the 

Festival and other year-round activities – including NYTVF London, which launched in 2011 – the 

NYTVF’s mission is to connect its community of over 10,000 independent creative artists with leading 

networks, studios and brands by cultivating relationships that lead to new opportunities. For more 

information on the NYTVF, the annual Festival and these initiatives, visit www.nytvf.com. 
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